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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1933

VOLUME XXXII. No. 37

Last Vodvil Registrar Urges
Board Asks Hildegarde Mertz Carver Has Article State College
Weds Fred Veeder
Prompt Payment
In Math Magazine
Student
Aid
Rehearsals
Wins Decision
On
Friday
Night
Of Student Fees
Are Friday
On Petitions
Last Evening

diversity Graduate Compile List
Of Mathematic Journals
_________
’niversify Graduates Marry at I
Valparaiso! Indiana, on
j Raymond Carver, '22, professor of
February 21
' mathematics at U. C. L. A., is the Bozeman Forensic Team Victors
Iauthor of an article in the February
Balance and Systematic
Cost of Track Meet Tickets
Illldegarde Mertz and Frederic R.
In War Debt Debate With
: Students who are planning on hav
issue of the American Mathematical
Stage Effects
Again Inis Year
| Veeder, both graduates of the State Monthly entitled “A Reading List in
State University
ing a delayed spring vacation by stay
University, were married at Valpa- the Elementary Theory of Equations.”
ing out of school the first three days
Dress rehearsal for Varsity Vodvil of spring quarter should heed the
Ted Mellinger, business manager of
A three to nothing decision was
raiso, Ind., last Fri This reading list is the result of a
will be held Friday morning in the warnings of C. N. Mason, assistant the A. S. U. M. board, in explaining
day evening. They study of the five principal mathemat granted the Montana State College
Fox-Wilma theater at 11 o’clock. Fra registrar, regarding the payment of the petition recently submitted to the
will make their ical journals published in America. It team in a debate with the State Uni
ternities and sororities who are en*- fees.
home in Chicago, is hoped that it may serve two pur versity team held at Main Hall.audi
student body concerning student ad
tered in the show have been practicing
where Mr. Veeder poses. First, it may be used in several torium last night. Debate judges were
Students who register in advance
in the Fox-Wilma, Little Theatre and must pay their fees between Tuesday, mission tickets to Interscholastic, said
has a position with ways to supplement the work in a Rev. O. R. Warford, pastor of the Uni
Main Hall auditorium during the past March 21 and Thursday, March 23, in yesterday, “The continuance of Inter
the Illinois Unem class in the theory of equations or versity Congregational church, Bar
From the
reek.
ployment commis the simpler articles may be used to nard Hewitt, director of dramatics at
clusive. This period is one and one- scholastic in future years is greatly
A meeting was held of all managers half days shorter than the same period dependent upon student support Cen
the State University and A. K. Smith,
sion.
furnish material for papers to be given
of the acts at the Fox-Wilma Saturday last year. Instruction begins on Wed tral Board hopes that the petitions
professor in the School of Law. Harvey
Mrs. Veeder was before elubs or societies.
morning and various lighting effects nesday, March 22. A fee of $1 per day now posted in all fraternity and sor
Thirloway,
president of the Montana
graduated
from
the
ARSITY VODVIL is absorbing the
The second main purpose is to ac
and details pertaining to stage sets for each day of delay to a maximum ority houses and all dormitories will
School of Journal quaint the more enterprising students debate union, presided at the meeting.
time and interest of approxi were discussed. It was decided ,at an
Harry Hoffner and J.. Howard Dunn
of $5 will be. charged students who fail meet with unanimous student ap ism in 1930. During her senior year with American mathematical period
mately one-seventh of the students of earlier meeting that the groups would to pay tecs on days specified. If stu
she was president of the local chapter icals, and to help them to see how represented the State University hi the
proval.”
debate team. Hoffner is a sophomore
the campus. There is a thrill to put not draw for places but would appear dents register late, fees must be paid
Tiie petition reads: ;*>Ve, the un of Theta Sigma Phi, women's national the first course in the theory of equa
in
the
order
which
would
make
the
in the Department of Economics and
before registration is completed.
ting on a good a c t There is a thrill
dersigned, petition Interscliolastic [honorary journalism fraternity. She tions leads naturally, if not always
setting of the stage the most system
has had considerable experience in de
Prompt
attention
should
be
given
to
worked
as
secretary
to
the
dean
of
to it, and a lot of plain drudgery.
immediately, into a number of ad
committee to have the following
atic and give the best balance to the the task of registering by students in
bate work,, having won championship
"One, two, three, kick” can become as
prices prevail for a season ticket the School of Forestry while here. vanced fields of study.
entire program.
titles in both extemporaneous and dec
attendance during winter quarter, for
The list may be found in the Feb
nerve wrackingly monotonous as the
to the Interscholastic Track and She has been working as the social
lamation speaking. *Dunn is a junior
a
delayed
registration
fee
of
$2
will
director
of
Hyde
Park
hotel
in
Chi
The
order
in
which
the
acts
will
ruary issue of the American Mathe
routine of any machine. But it is fun.
Field Meet events:
in the School of Business Administra
matical Monthly.
It is fun to compete, to pit your skill appear at dress rehearsal and at the be charged students who fail to com
1.000 or more Signatures, rate to cago for the past two,years.
tion
and is attempting his first year
Veeder was graduated from the De
and originality and the perfection of final show will be as follows: Phi plete registration during the advance
be: 50 cents per student. 500 to
in
debate. He was recently adjudged
registration
period.
An
additional
fee
your routines against those of other Delta Theta, Alpha Phi, Sigma Alpha
1.000 signatures, rate to be: $500' partment of Econmoics and Sociology
winner of the State University’s Liar
groups. The trouble is that competi Epsilon, Kappa Alpha Theta, Phi Sig of $1 will be charged students com
prorated between signers. 350 to at the end of the 1931 summer session.
contest.
tion sometimes gets bitter in those ma Kappa, Kappa Kappa Gamma and pleting registration on March 22, $2 500 signatures, rate to be: $1 per During 1930-31 he was a student man
The Bozeman team was represented
on
March
23,
and
$3
on
March
24.
last few days. We are anticipating be Independent Men.
student. . If less than 350 signa ager of South hall. He is a member
Final examinations for the winter by Ben Law and Sam Eagle. Eagle
At the dress rehearsal the acts will
ing a spectator.
tures, no special rate to be of Phi Delta Theta fraternity. He had
represented the State College in for
be run off in the above order. Dick
granted, and no signer is obligated been doing graduate work on a fel quarter will be held Monday, March
mer debates here and was -a contest
Schneider, manager of this year’s Var
lowship at the University of Chicago 13, to Thursday, March 16, inclusive.
to purchase any ticket.
FRIEND, two years out of college,
ant for the Rhodes scholarship last
sity Vodvil, said, “It is absolutely nec
If 850 or more sign, we hereby until he became an executive with the These examinations are, in general, of year.
called on us the other day. In essary that everyone be at dress re-1
authorize the Business Office to Unemployment commission a year ago. two hour duration, with the exception
the course of our conversation she hearsal at the scheduled time so that |
of classes meeting only Tuesday and The women’s debate team was
collect a fee as designated above
Thursday, which are entitled to one scheduled to meet at Bozeman to de
''wondered if people who had never the show can be run through as fasti
at time of spring quarter registra
hour, the second hour of the period bate the war debt question, but was
tion.”
Ugone to college weren’t the happiest. as possible. All managers' of acts and
postponed to a later date, due to the
to which they are assigned.
iiCollege, she thought, gave people too the casts must be at the theater at
PETITIONS ARE POSTED *
Classes meeting Monday, Wednesday illness of one of the debaters. Mr.
..high standards of living to long for, 11 o’clock promptly.”
Famous Players Attracting People The students’ names are on the peti-1
and Friday, may present conflicts with Parker stated that a definite date
and too hopelessly high standards of Ticket sales will open Wednesday
tions and the signature of every stu
From Many Montana Cities;
certain classes meeting Tuesday and would be set the latter part of the
thinking to look for in their future morning at 10 o'clock in the Fox-Wil
dent
desiring
a
ticket
at
these
reduced
Thursday. Instructors should inquire week.
Games at 8 o’Clock •
/associates. In the small town where ma theater. All seats are reserved
ates is requested by Central Board.
and arrange accordingly, but in most “A tentative date has been set for
/■she has been teaching, she has noticed and will sell for $1.10 for loges and
When Tilden, Barnes, Pare and I petition with all Independent stu
cases two hour examinations will be a women’s team from Billings to meet
/ that the poorly-educated are as happy 75 cents for all other seats, with the Nusslein square off to present the dents lifted is posted in the Inde
here,” Parker also announced, “prob
•• (or more so) as the few college grad exception of the upper balcony section sports spectacle of the season, the pendents’ office in the Little Theatre Presidents’ Club Has Leaders possible.
The examination schedule is as fol ably Thursday or Friday afternoon.”
From
Various
Campus
uates the town affords. We wonder. which will sell at 50 cents.
men’s gymnasium will accommodate building.
lows: Monday, 8 to 10, all 9 o’clocks;
College may give higher standards of
Clubs and Societies
one of the largest gatherings of ath A year ago, the student body was
_________
10:10 to 12:10, P. & E. P., Economics
living. Economists tell us that that is
letic fans in its history. Interested called upon to assist the Interscho Forty student leaders, presidents of U^ab; 1:10 to 3:10, all 3 o’clocks; 3:20
a thing to be proud of. College certennis fans are coming from Butte, lastic committee in making the meet various student organizations includ- t0 5:20, all French,
; tainly should give us higher standards
Helena, Billings and Great Falls, while a success. The meet was the largest ing discussion groups, fraternities and Tuesday, 8 to 10, all 11 o’clocks;
of intelligence. That is the professor’s
student delegations from Hamilton, in the history of Interscholastic. At sororities, independent groups, so -r^ * -^ to 12:10, Military Science; 1:10
occupation and hope. Will that make
Stevensville and Darby are planned. that time more than seven hundred cieties and clubs, attended the f ir s tr ° 2:10, all 2 o’clocks; 3:20 to 5:20,
i us less happy than those who have not
The remaining tickets of the 850 avail students signed the petition for season
meeting of the Presidents’ club in the [all psychology.
.had our opportunities? "Not that they
able reserved seats are open to any tickets at $1 a ticket. With 700 signers
Wednesday, 8 to 10, all 10 o’cldcks; School oi Forestry Leads List With
auditorium of Main hall at 4 o’clock
..live—but live so dreamlesslyJ ” Are Program Will Be Given Thursday purchaser and reports from the State
Seven Students Seeking;
this year, the tickets will cost each yesterday afternoon.
10:10 to 12:10, biology F llb ’, botany
'
they happier, more contented, because
At 8:15 o’Clock In Main
University business office indicate a signer 71 cents. This price is far
Advanced Degrees
The meeting was held in response FI lb; 1:10 to 3:10, all 1 o’clocks;
they don’t have the dreams that are
Hall Auditorium
sell-out.
below the regular ticket price.
t.o letters sent out last week by Pete 3:20 to 5:20, English F lla , lib , 189b.
given us? We doubt it, emphatically.
Thirty-three students are working
Harry Adams, supervisor of ar
Expenses Increase
Meloy, president of the A. S. U. M.,j Thursday, 8 to 10, all S o’clocks;
•/People used to say that universities] Thursday evening at 8:15 o'clock, rangements, announces the list of of
toward m aster’s degrees at the State
were to teach people how to make a the School of Music will present Mrs. ficials as Henry Turner and Bob The annual Interscholastic Track 1in* which he advocated the o rg an iz a -r^ * ^ t0 12:10, accounting 12a, 113b, University this quarter. The School
and
Field
Meet,
which
is
sponsored
tion
of
such
a
group
as
a
means
of
an^
auditing
115a;
1:10
to
3:10,
all
life, not how to make a living. Then, Darrell Parker in a piano recital at Davis, umpires; Prof. Edmond Free
of Forestry leads the list with seven
by the State University, has grownipromoting co-operation between stu- Spanish; 3:20 to 5:20, all German,
-for a while, the college graduate had Main Hall auditorium.
students working towards advanced
man, Ted Jacobs, Massey McCullough, into the largest meet of its kind in dent groups in an effort to renew and
Examinations for classes meeting on degrees. The Department of Educa
a better chance to make a better liv- ' The program Is as follows:
Tom Rowe, John Lewis and Gene the country. The attendant expense [arouse student interest and enthusi- (Tuesdays and Thursdays will be held
/Ing than did the non-college graduate. Prelude and Fugue ....................-Bach Sunderlin, linesmen.
tion is second with six students. In
has become a problem for a school asm. Seventy-five presidents were iat the following times: 9 o’clock addition there are twenty-two stu
7 Now, with the chances for making that Sonata (Opus 53).................Beethoven
“Considerable interest has been
invited to attend the meeting.
| classes, Monday 9 to 10, library econand city of this size.
^better living lessened, people are for Allegro con biro
d e n ts doing work in the University
manifested by Missoula townspeople
An informal and enthusiastic d is-lomy 23, pharmacy F12, story telling,
getting the first definition of the col Adagio molto
The financial failure of the meet jn
this quarter for which they will re
but the student interest has been slow
cussion of university traditions fol- (metrology; 10 o’clock classes, WednesAllegretto moderato
the
last
few
years
has
caused
a
serious
lege education, and terming it a waste
ceive graduate credit.
in developing. Student reservations
lowed the laying of plans for a per® t°
^ ne arts 32a, pharmacy
..Chopin
‘of money and time. But are the un relude—Opus 45 .......
problem.
However,
the
continued
supThose working for Master of Arts
Iare 55 cents and others will be
manent organization. Acting as tem- 23, advertising, abstracts; 11 o’clock
..Chopin
e d u cated happier? Perhaps they are Etude—Opus 25, No. 7
charged $1.10,” said Carl Blair, who port of interested students has always porary chairman, Pete Meloy ap- classes, Tuesday 9 to 10, English 160b, degrees and the field in which they
Chopin
been a factor in pulling the meet
“more contented, in a somewhat stolid Mazurkas - ....................
are specializing are:
has charge of'ticket sales.
pointed a committee composed of Elza | Physical education 143b, creative writgmanner of living. Perhaps, dreaming
Opus 30, No. 3
|
Biology—Marie Hopkins, Howard
The games are scheduled to start through financially, and now the busi Huffman, Ted Cooney and Eva Lesell W
Principles of coaching (women),
ness
men
of
Missoula
have
pledged
Sless, they are not disappointed so
Opus 24, No. 4.
Hubert, Stephen Odgers.
at 8 o’clock tomorrow evening.
to
present
a
plan
of
organization
for]
^
ue
o’clock
classes,
Wednesday
2:10
themselves a greater burden of finan
£ often. They may not reach the depths
Opus 17, No. 1.
Chemistry—Frank Borg, Robert J.
consideration at the next meeting to |t° 2:10, fine arts F13b, 28, elementary
cial support than in recent years.
f o f self-disappointment that a more Prelude in G M a jo r.......Rachmaninoff
Brown.
be held upstairs in the Law school design, advanced design; 2 oclock
intelleetually-alert individual reaches. Reflets dans L’e a u ..............-..Debussy C f O W u § 1 6 3 f S D c M U
Education—Adah Bicknese, Mary
Central Board representatives, who
at 4 o’clock next Tuesday. .
classes, Tuesday 2:10 to 3:10, history
* But neither can they touch the heights. La Soiree dans G renade.........Debussy
[Farnsworth, Stephen Hanson, Ellen
are encouraging student support, state
Regarding the success of the first IL01, music F26, 155a, pharmacy 27, Lulloff, Evelyn Rimel, Ambrose Ryan.
Mrs. Parker, who has been a student
And personally, we would chance the
that the present petition Is not a de
meeting, Pete Melby said: “The o r-!Physical education 143b, teaching of
/depths for the hope of a moment on in the School of Music for the past
English—Ruth Crosby Dix, Esther
mand upon the students. Signatures
two years, is a graduate of the New Solos Are Given By George Bovingdon of 500 to the petition will mean a sav ganization, as planned, cannot be effi- j History * elementary harmony, music Porter.
the heights.
cient or influential unless every presi-[supervision, commercial pharmacy,
England Conservatory of Music in
Geology—Donald Blackstone, E. J.
ing of $1.50 on the season ticket.
And Richard Farnsworth
dent of every organized group on the principles of coaching (men)
Foley, Andrew McNair.
POPULAR magazine of this week Boston. She has studied under Alfred
campus attends. The leaders of sev o’clock classes, Monday 2:10 to 3:10,
De Voto and at North Carolina College
History—Stanley
Davison, Jane
Townspeople, faculty, members and
carries a short story, the author
eral particularly prominent organiza- business administration 129, 'home Knapp, Blanche O’Hara, John W.
for Women.
students gathered Sunday afternoon in
economics 21, office management,
gpt which is a member of our faculty.
I
tions.
were
noticeably
absent
yester
Stewart.
Main Hall auditorium to hear the State
day. Everyone eligible is urged to r 00^8|The title of the story was condemna
Journalism—Radcliffe Maxey, Irene
University Symphonic band present its
attend the meetings for if sufficient
Vadnais, Richard West, Mary A. Wil
tory of co-ed use of lipstick, although
initial program of the year.
interest
is
not
shown
our
plan
for
a
son.
, the story barely mentioned the sub
The band, which is under the direc
perpetual organization will fail.”
um t
Psychology—Mamie Nicolet.
stance. We have wanted an excuse for
tion of Stanley Teel, professor in the
Master of Science in Forestry—Ray
a discussion of lipstick, and this
School of Music, is composed of 60 Bear Paws and Spurs Solicit Aid of Miss Anne Platt spent the last
mond
Calkins, Robert Cooney, William
jjseems an appropriate occasion. Some- University Women Sponsor Show members. Mr. Teel, who Is leading
All Groups for Reinstatement
Demonstrations in the application of
end in Seattle.
Gunterman,
Stanford Larson, John
l how, we can’t sec that there is anythe band for the first time this year,
To Replenish Loan Fun
Of Annual Aber Day
make-up for the theatre will be given
Shields, Alfred Spaulding, Edwin J.
. thing especially vicious in the lipstick
formerly conducted the band a t Cor
by Barnard Hewitt, dramatic director,
“The King’s Vacation,” starring nell college, Mt. Vernon, la. Prior
Woolfolk.
Students who do not favor the aboli
/habit. To be sure, it is rather hard
Wednesday and Friday at 4 o’clock
I Master of Science in Pharmacy—
|o n dormitory linen, but that is a minor George Arliss, a show which is being to this, he also has been connected tion of Aber Day and agree to do their
Elmer A. Berglund Inspects
in the Little Theatre. All students
Thomas Rowe;
[matter which comes out in the wash. sponsored by the American Associar with music groups a t Northwestern part in making a success of the tradi
Scabbard and Blade Today who are Interested in doing make-up Those doing work for graduate
F.Lipsticks can't be condemned as an tion of University Women, is showing university at Evanston, 111., and De- tion if it is continued this .year, this
are invited to attend.
credit are: Billie Bateman, William
Sextravagance. Fpw co-eds care to own at the Fox-Wilma theater tonight, t o -|p auw university at Greencastle, Ind week have an opportunity to express * Elmer A. Berglund, Scabbard
Students are wanted who will be
I Belangie, Dorothy Mae Blinn, Victoria
| enough lipsticks to endanger their morrow night and Thursday. The h n addition, he has spent some time their feelings with regard to the day.
and Blade inspector for the Ninth
able to do make-up work for the Mon
j Cooney,* Jack Crutchfield, Laura Jo
Petitions have been circulated at Corps area, will arrive in Missoula
t financial conditions, although we have ticket sale on the campus has been aB leader of the public school music
tana Masquer productions. Points will
iForhan, William W. Hannah, Charles
the sorority and fraternity houses' and
| heard co-eds say that nothing is more handled by Associated Women Stu- department at Fort Wayne, Ind.
this ufternoon on the North Coast
be awarded towards Masquer member
/effective in dispersing a depressed ents under the direction of Joy Brown- George Bovingdon gave a trombone the residence halls by members of Limited to inspect E. Company, ship for make-up work on the pres IHilton, Edith Conklin Jones, Leonard
I Ken field, Anna Marie Larson, Erva
solo, “Londonerry Air,” and 'Richard Spur and Bear Paw, sophomore hon Fourth Regiment of Scabbard and
| feeling than the use of a new lipstick ing.
entations.
f
Love, Thomas Mooney, Robert C.
The purpose of A. A. U. W. in spon-1 Farnsworth was presented in two orary service organizations. Signers
^Moralists sometimes object to scarlet
Blade. During the day confer
IMorehouse, Dorothy Rawn, Robb V.
flips on the ground that they are pro- soring the show is the replenishment I vocal numbers, “Water Boy,” and of the petitions express their .willing ences will be held concerning the
Rice, Marjorie Shane, Hugh Smith,
of its loan fund for women students. | “Sail Away for Rio Grande.”
ness to do their best to make Aber
gYocative. Perhaps they are p
State University, the Grizzly batCollege Knowledge Program
Harold Swan, Mary Catherine White,
jp v e hi the same sense that a yWet In order to benefit the association,! The program presented Sunday is Day a success, and to perform faith tallion of the R. O, Tv C., and this
| Mary Agnes Young, Adolph Zech.
Over Station KGVO
|P a in t” sign on a park bench is pro- tickets, for the picture must be p u r-j^ g only one of its kind given by the fully the tasks assigned to them. Cir chapter of Scabbard and Blade. A
lyocative. But if lacquered lips are any chased in advance from members, band during the entire year. A con culators of the petitions hope to gain
special meeting will be held at
DEBATE TRIP IS POSTPONED
Tonight! 8:30 to 9 o’Clock
|niore inviting than their paler, un- their agents or the students in charge cert of a diffirent nature will be given the support of the various organiza Maj. G. L. Smith’s home tonight.
Ipainted counterparts, it is hardly fair of the sale on the campus.
in June for the commencement exer tions to petition Central Board to re
An inspection of the chapters is
Dr. J. W. Severy will speak on
Because
of the illness of Catherine
consider its action which suspended
|t o blame it on the lacquer. Here's to A year ago last November, the A. A. cises.
made once a year. Mr. Berglund
“Some Relations of Botany to Eco
Sinnott, the girls’ varsity debate team
the day for one year, and make the
I brighter lipsticks! Especially if they U. W. sponsored another George Ar
will come here from Bozeman
nomic Life.”
Mrs. Darrell R.
postponed its trip to Bozeman Sun
Genevieve Krum returned yesterday observance of Aber Day this year a where he completed his inspection
I. would give rise to more stories as en liss show, “Alexander Hamilton,” and
Parker will offer several piano
day untijUa latter date. Berenice Lar
te rta in in g as the one which prompted were assisted in the sale of tickets from Anaconda where she spent the credit to the tradition which honors
of that chapter last night.
selections.
son
is the other member of the team.
W
the
Associated
Women
Students,
|
week-end.
“Daddy” Aber.
I this discussion.
Students Who Register in Advance
Must I’ny Fees Between
March. 21-88
Acts Are Arranged to Give Best
Unanimous Approval May Reduce

SENIOR BENCH

V

Exam Schedule

Tennis Fans
Will Arrive
Tomorrow

A

Organization
Is Fo r m e d
By Officers

Thirty-three Do
Graduate Work
Toward M.A/s

School of Music
Will Give Recital
By Mrs. Parker

In First Concert

A

Benefit Picture
Will Start Tonight

Petitions Enable
Students to Show
Aber Day Views

Hewitt Will Offer
Make-up Classes
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Help the Track Committee

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Johnny Sullivan, lied Oech and
Charley Stroup dividing one cigarette
between them near the Main Hall fire
plug— House of David basketeers
needing a shave very badly — Dick
Shavr sleeping in a back room of the
iLittle Theatre—'Varsity Vodvll man
agers meeting in the Wilma theater
to wrangle over the technical side of
their shows—Dude Warden and Ruth
(Harlow) Wold gesticulating for the
Thetas — Phil Pollard, Joe Wagner,
Ted (Ma) Cooney, M. E. Edison, Mary
Isobel Stewart battling for the rights
of their respective tongs—Delta Gam
mas officially presenting six very
charming visiting Anchorites at a gala
"Tea Dansant”—House Mother Whitham, Mrs. (Lawyer) Bingham and
Mrs. Harry Draper receiving with
Sylvia (Prexy) Sweetman, while Har
riet Sedman tripped the light fantastic
—The Gals officially ending their con
vention by a belated breakfast Sunday
morn and an elongated meeting in
the evening—Harry Adams enjoying
himself at the high school district
tournament—South Hall proctors on
masse drifting over to the final North
Hall Tea—Ted Melllnger telling Mrs.
Brantly that things are "sort of cold
up in Alaska”—Alpha Phis enjoying a
visit from their district inspector—
Rags Maxey enjoying the district in
spector.

Students may avail themselves now, of a fine opportunity for assist
ing an institution of the State University. Petitions have- been cir
culated about the campus, which, if signed by more than five hundred
students, will reduce die cost of Interscholastic tickets for University
students and at the same time, will prove of material benefit to the
Interscholastic committee.
The present system of ticket sales for the annual meet was inaug
urated last spring. The Interscholastic committee, faced by poor
business conditions and the general depression, with the accompanying
slowing-up of Interscholastic resources, was compelled to look to the
students for definite means of support. The new plan, handled by
Billy Burke, student business manager, called for the assessment of $1
a student, the amount to be paid with the registration fees. It was
made a certainty on March 26, when of 815 students paying fees,
522 had accepted the assessment.
Plans for this year’s ticket sale, if sufficient petition signers are
forthcoming, will result in a still lower admission price for University
students. If more than five hundred signers are procured, $500 will
be prorated among the signers, with an even benefit to those who are
assessed. If between 350 and 500 students sign, the price will remain
$1, and if less than 350 names are secured, the project will not be
carried out
We are confident that the backers of the movement will encounter
little difficulty in securing the necessary signers. There is absolutely
no catch to it and the benefit to the students is easily seen. At the
same time, students will be assuring the Interscholastic committee
There's nothing more annoying than
members of their wholehearted support— and this, to the committee, a co-ed who can’t make up her mind
is no little item in the continuance of the University’s big meet.
. . . unless it's a co-ed who has her
mind made up.

The Presidents Hold a Meeting
Yesterday’s meeting of campus presidents, although more satisfac
tory than we anticipated, ran true to form, as far as attempts go to
bring out representative students for a common good. Approximately
forty, a little more than half, of the groups were represented. Of the
social fraternities, it was interesting to note that the supposedly care
free co-eds seemed to be far more in the preponderance than were
their brothers.
The spirit shown by those attending was good. Under the handi
cap of a somewhat indecisive knowledge as to where and how to
proceed, there was a definite presence of the will to really work to
gether in a spirit of co-operation, that student problems and wishes
may be better threshed out and solved.
The necessary steps were taken for the permanent organization of
the group and plans were made foe the holding of another meeting
next week. We doubt very much, in view of the earnestness and
serious intent of a good share of those present yesterday, that such
an organization will die an early, peaceful death, after all. Certainly,
it will not if the other half of student groups assure the presence of
their representatives at future meetings.
■ We sympathize with Pete Meloy in his efforts to bring about a
better feeling of understanding on the campus. We do not blame
him for being possessed of a feeling akin to disgust for the absent
fifty per cent of presidents. Perhaps it will prove a little consolation
to him to remember that those people who do the most beefing about
the status quo, very often tend to be the ones who will not do any
thing about it when given the chance.

Will It Come to This?
Professor Richard ,M. Page of the University of New Mexico may
have started something when he recently rode down the main avenue
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on a bicycle. The professor stated that
he was not doing it in protest of the thirty-five per cent salary cut,
but merely as an economic measure he had been forced to put his
car in the garage.
There is no doubt that both men and women members of the Mon
tana faculty could profit very much by adopting this mode of travel.
If they found that they could not afford the small amount of upkeep
necessary on a bicycle, they could take to roller skating. Of course,
that would have to be postponed until spring, when the sidewalks here
will be more suited for that kind of travel.
Not only would the owners of bicycles be having a lot of fun out
of the sport, but they would be helping the economic situation by
buying or renting bicycles, all of which would help somebody else.
Perhaps a cycling club could be inaugurated. Then there would be
a chance for both students and faculty to get together on equal terms.
Each would get to know the other on a basis where the odious fashion
of “hand-shaking” would not be so apt to creep in.
New styles also might come of the sport. Some ingenious young
person might make a fortune and solve all financial difficulties by in
venting a new trouser leg that would not get caught in the sprocket
of the bicycle.
The new trouser fad for women would get a big boost, as trousers
would be more suitable for women than skirts, in riding the vehicle.
We have always liked bicycling and we feel that perhaps this fash
ion would aid materially in doing away with the “Blue Monday” feel
ing that has hung over the students for the past few months. Getting
out in the open for a little while each day works wonders when every
thing seems to be going backward instead of forward.

HERE’S A SUGGESTED BACKET
FOR THE NEW COLLEGE
GRADUATE
(Classified ad): MINDOCRACY su
percedes Technocracy. Rightocracy
solves i t Good income to thinkers,
lecturers. Box 161616.
Studio officials, says a Hollywood
gossip writer, are embarrassed be
cause Marlene Dietrich insists upon
wearing men's trousers and has suc
ceeded in starting a new fad.
If Dietrich covers her legs and gets
publicity, Clark Gable and Will Hayes
ought to sta rt wearing ear muffs.
We are suspicious of the fact that
Missoula shops are displaying the
mannish hats to be worn with the
Dietrichtan fad but no women’s trou
sers have been displayed. P&rhaps
the co-eds are planning to borrow our
trousers.
How about the Hollywood "Panther
woman” ?

The climax of social activity for this quarter has been reached
From now on Varsity Vodvil and preparation for final examinations
will claim the students’ time. Interfratemity, nearly the last of the
major social events of Winter quarter, was held Friday evening at
the Loyola gymnasium and on Saturday evening. Alpha Chi Omega,
Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Gamma, Phi Delta Theta
and Zeta Chi entertained at the last of their important "functions to
be given this quarter. These parties were nearly all of unusual nature,
varying from a “Bums’ Roost” at the Phi Delta Thetas to a “ Haunted
House” at the Alpha Tau Omega house. Besides these social events,
Delta Gamma was hostess at a province convention which delegates
from all over the Northwest attended. In honor of these representa
tives, the Delta Gammas entertained at several social functions in
cluding a formal banquet at the Florence hotel, a Tea Dansant and a
Sport breakfast.

Warden, Bob Rlckert, Vic Hultln and Is a guest at the Alpha Phi hooi«
Henry Blastlc. After the coremony a this week. Miss Gramm is the dlj.
v |H l
banquet in honor of the new actives trict governor of Alpha Phi.
Ben Law and Sam Eagle, State Col
was served at the chapter house.
lege debaters, were guests at tig
Haunted House Party
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house over the
Alpha Tau Omega entertained a t Its week-end.
annual Haunted House p a rty 'S a tu r Week-end guests at the Alpha Chi
day night. The chaperons were Cap Omega house were Thelma Wendte
tain and Mrs. Fred Rogers, Lieut, and and Ruth Lacklen of Billings.
Mrs. A. E. Rothermich, Mrs. Elizabeth
Emmett Angland of Great Falls has
Asendorf and Mathous Kast. Invited been visiting a t the Sigma Alpha Bp.
■
guests were Ted Jacobs, Jimmy Gar- silon house the past few days.
lfngton, Bob Harper, Babe Hill and
Julia Goodman of Helena w as a
week-end guest of Margaret Johnson
Peck McFarland.
l a t the Alpha Xi Delta house.
Bums’ Roost
|
-------Phi Delta Theta entertained a t a
Out of Town
Bums’ Roost dance Saturday night a t Jess Myers of Spokane, Wash., was
the chapter house. The chaperons the week-end guest of Tom Coleman;
were Mr. and Mrs. Brassll Fitzgerald
Ray Smalley spent the week-end
and Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Deiss. Invited with friends in Helena,
guests were Bob Corette, Joe McCaf- Bob Lebklcker was a week-end guest
fery and Bob Buswell. Paul Keith’s of friends In Great Falls,
orchestra furnished the music.
Mary Martin and Genevieve Krum
-------spent the week-end in Anaconda.
Eskimo Fireside
Mary Castles and Joy Browning
Alpha Chi Omega entertained Sat- were week-end guests of friends in
urday night at an Eskimo fireside at Butte.
the chapter house. Chaperons were Bill Wade spent the week-end visitProf, and Mrs. Bernard Oakes, Mr. ing in Helena,
and Mrs. Andrew Cogswell and Mrs. i Margaret Raitt and Katherine Mason
Carol Humphrey. Guests were Ruth spent the week-end at their homes.
Lacklan and Thelma Wendte of Bil-lin Helena.
lings, Mr. and Mrs. George Wellcome, I
..................
,
Pauline Ritchie and Barbara B ell., KIF|>K jj.vXGE NfEAHS COMPLETION
Music was furnished by Bob Leslie.
_____ .
-------Target-carrying systems and baekFormal
| stops are all that remain to be inMcmbers of Alpha Xi Delta sorority stalled in the R.O.T.C. rifle range bewere hostesses a t a formal Saturday fore it is ready for use. The backnight at the Eagles’ hall. The chap- stops will be made of old saw blades,
erons were Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Shal- Workmen have Just finished installing
lenberger and Prof, and Mrs. H. G. | the heating system.
Merrlam. Invited guests were Mrs.
Elizabeth Asendorf, Matheus Kast and
Edith Henkins. Music was furnished
by the Kampus Kings.

Mrs. Caroline B. Avery and Miss Alice
At the Sororities and Fraternities
Dorothy Griffin was a dinner guest Woody were also Invited.
Mrs. Frank Hazelbaker of Dillon is
at the Alpha Phi house last Thursday
a guest of her mother, Mrs. Theodore
evening.
Sunday dinner guests a t the Sigma Brantly.
Mrs. L. W. Hall, who has been a
Kappa house were Mrs. Elmer J. Car
ter, Esther Lentz, Doris MacMillan, guest of her daughter Katherine, left
for her home in Malta Sunday.
Kathryn Ulmer.
Evelyn Kurke was a week-end guest
Helen Putney was a dinner guest
of relatives in Ronan.
a t the Alpha Phi house Saturday eve
Jane Turner, Helen Scott and Ruth
ning.
Russell visited their parents in Butte
At the Trl Delta house Adelaide the past week-end.
Olinger and Caroline Griffith were
Mary Hobhins returned Sunday
Sunday dinner guests.
from Butte after a three-weeks illness.
Phi Sigma Kappa entertained Doris
Mrs. D. S. Cameron of Kalispell was
MacMillan and Mrs. D. S. Cameron 'at a week-end guest of her daughter Ora.
dinner on Sunday.
Mrs. J. W. Gillie of Butte is visiting
Mothers’ Club
Helen Schroeder was a Sunday din her daughter Rosemary a t North hall.
Mothers' club of Delta Delta Delta
Mrs. R. C. Klggins of Billings a r
ner guest at the Alpha Phi house.
sorority
entertained
at a bridge party
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained at rived Sunday to spend a few days vis
at the chapter house Friday evening.
a buffet supper Saturday night for the iting her daughter Phyllis.
About fifty-six guests were present
Mrs. R. G. Griffin of Billings was
actives and pledges.
Tom Coleman was a dinner guest at the week-end guest of her daughter Mrs. Theodore Appelquist was in
charge of the arrangements.
Dorothy.
the Alpha XI Delta house Thursday.
Mary Freeburg was a dinner guest Sunday dinner guests were Frances
From Out of Town
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house Sun Jefferson, a guest of Elsie Hirshberg
Adelaide Olinger of Great Falls is
and Jane Guthrie: Margaret Johnson,
day.
spending the week at the Delta Delta
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha Julia Goodman and Juanita Armour,
Delta house.
Chi Omega house were Mary Rose who were the guests of Lois Clark.
Caroline Griffith of Drummond was
Murphy, Ruth Lacklan, Adelaide Ol
a week-end guest at the Delta Delta
Corbin Hall
inger, Thelma Wendte, Beatrice RothDelta
house.
Dick West, Jimmy Zadra and Ray
enberg, Marion Davis and Barbara
Doris MacMillan, Arlee, and Kathryn
mond Kennedy were dinner guests
Bell.
I Ulmer, Superior, were week-end
Dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa Sunday.
guests at the Sigma Kappa house.
Gamma house Sunday were Doris I Mrs. Walter Draper of Seattle and
Miss Doris Gramm, Portland, Ore,
Hoover of Wallace, Idaho, and her sis IMrs. J. W alter Bingham of Palo Alto,
Cal.,
were
dinner
guests-of
Mrs.
F.
K.
ter Donna, Betty Ann Polleys and
Turner on Sunday.
Katherine Borg.
Ted Melllnger was a guest for
North Hall
luncheon Friday noon.
The faculty members Invited to assist
Mrs. L. W. Hall of Malta and her
at the North hall tea held Sunday daughter, Katherine, were guests of
from 5:30 to 6:45 o’clock were Mrs. F. K. Turner at luncheon Friday.
Evelyn Levander spent the week
Dr. and Mrs. F. O. Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. H. K. Snell, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. end at her home in Brldger.
Smith and Mrs. A. F. LeClalre. In Margaret Madeen spent the week
vited guests were Kappa Delta and end a t her home in Hamilton.
Alpha XI Delta sororities and special
Formal Initiation
guests of the North hall residents.
Sigma Chi fraternity held formal
are successful in efforts to prevent initiation ceremony for eleven pledges
Sunday morning. The new initiates
hardening of the arteries.
are Jack McDonald, Jack Lubrecht,
After observing some of the older Roger Gratton, Jack Stockman, Leo
profs on this campus, we prophesy McLean, Bob Nelson, Tom Judge, Bill
that the extra years will not be en
joyable unless scientists do something
to prevent hardening of the heart, too. | MONTANA TEACHERS

Varsity Vodvil
Next Friday

Now Is the Time
— to —

Start Eating
Regularly
— at—

The N EW H UT
Bob and Jack will be glad to
discuss rates with you.

ANTI PRO-INHIBITION
The collegian who brought his parents
shame
We one time classified as bad,
But now we learn that all the blame
Enroll Immediately for 1933
It doesn’t seem right, but we have
Vacancies
Should fall upon his ma and dad.
often observed that:
(Thanks to Psychology)
The co-ed who is slightly unrefined
E. L. Huff Teachers Agency
Probably once when he tried to Is seldom snubbed and often dined.
503 Wilma Bldg,
Missonis, Mont,
scalp a friend
His venture was prohibited,
|
Shapely limbs and golden hair
I
And so psychologists contend
Makes many a professor stare.
His childhood was inhibited.
Another gal we just avoid
The co-ed who fills her mate with
lead,
Lisps, “I cannot be annoyed.”
The youth who eagerly turns to drink
“The best work in the world is done |
The gal who likes the tea when red
He who killed his roomy ’cause his not for money, nor necessity, but for I For town, campus or travel j
1
fun.”—Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick. j
tie was pink,
. . . the new tailored suit. . . j
Should not be punished for their
The
trouble
with
most
of
us
colI
flaws
with the traditional clean-cut il
Since learned profs have proved by legians is that we believe everything i
classic lines; quality inside §
that has been told us in strictest con
tOBt
fidence.
They act the way they do because!
and out. Two- and three- §
Their early longings were suppressed.

I

Smart—

piece styles. Sizes 12 to 20. I

So if you want us not to fall
(Oh Ma and Pa and Deans of Men
and Women)'
Forbid us not a single joy a t all
Or someday they will say we fell
The victinfs of suppressed desires.
We noticed the following display in
an advertisement for a large metro
politan theater:
LOVE MB TONIGHT
WITH
70,000 WITNESSES
and though there are not that many
witnesses, the campus being too small
for that sort of thing, we Immediately
thought of a sorority house parlor . . .
with all of Ils privacy.

Span of life, which averages 68
the 1933 Grizzly schedule.
Before leaving, Lewandowski ex years, will be extended If scientists
pressed confidence that the team
would play basketball even in his ab
Adolph J. Lewandowski, basketball sence. Coach Oakes, football mentor,
coach, was summonded to his home was on the bench last night in the
a bite a t
In Chicago, 111., yesterday by the seri capacity of coach.
ous illness of his father. Coach Lew
andowski left on the North Coast Lim Kappa Delta announces the pledging
will complete a perfect evening.
ited on the eve of the final game on of Louise Reed of Ryegate.

A. J. Lewandowski
Leaves for Home

After Varsity Vodvil
RAMEY’S

To Keep Up
That Collegiate Appearance
Visit the

Grizzly Barbers
________________

See them at

Style SlKop i

MISSOUU/MONTANA

11 j

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
TUESDAY TO THURSDAY!

TUESDAY TO THURSDAY!

George Arliss in

“Afraid to Talk”

“The King’s Vacation”
FRIDAY AT 7 AND # I’, ill.

VARSITY
VODVIL
The Biggest and Best Collegiate
Show of the Year!
Prices» Logos, 91.101 Main Floor
and F irst Balcony, 75c t Second
Balcony, 56c.
SEAT SALE WEDNESDAY, 10 A.M.

With Eric Linden—What a Thriller
FRIDAY I

“THE AIR HOSTESS”
—AND REMEMBER

VARSITY
VODVIL
AT T nE WILMA FRIDAY!

OR A BRISK, ener

F

gizing breakfast or
a sen sib le, satisfying
lunch, try two golden
b ro w n b is c u its of
S h r e d d e d W h e a t.
Smother them in milk
o r cream , add som e
fru it. . . and you have a
most delicious and sus
taining meal for any
time of day.
S h red aed W heat
When you set Niagara Falls
brings you all the nat
on the package, you KNOW
ural
energy of whole
you have Shredded Wheat.
w h eat... ready-cooked,
ready to eat, nothing added, nothing taken away. All the bran
is there, in the correct proportion that N ature provides. It’s
just what you need to chase away that tired feeling, to keep in
trim to win! Jo in the healthy millions who eat this natural
energy food at least once a day. I t’s at all campus eating places.

SHREDDED WHEAT
A L L T H E WH E A T . . . A L L T H E BRAN
T HE NATURAL E N E R GY FOOD

MADE BY

n a t io n a l b is c u it c o m pa n y

Uneeda Bakers

Tuesday,.'February 26 , 1933

TH E

K A I M 1N

rming Basketeers Befuddle Bears by Brilliant BombardmentBumptious Bewhiskered Boys Bewilder Bruins
Looping baskets through the hoop at will, and pleasing the crowd
#ith trick passing and dribbling, the House of David bearded basket(tB last night coasted to a 68-46 victory over the bewildered State
University team. The bewhiskered stars ran up a 39-12 lead on the
smiles in the first half, and cam s*-------------------a(ter receiving an inspiring pep
^ from their coach, to score 29
.jUts while the Grizzlies scored 34
,ift joints.
The proposed Montann-Idaho
Vhe Collegians, as the House of
athletic conference would be a
| P players are called, lived up to
good
thing for the Grizzlies, es
p | advance publicity claim, by foolpecially In basketball, as It would
| | (he Grizzlies with all the trick
give them championship competi
raises in the bag. Every attem pt retion, which Is a great Incentive to
Alted a big hand from the spectators
players and a good drawing card
, 1,0 packed the gymnasium. “Red”
for the fans.
Tjtnuton showed basketball as it
ioold be played, as he went through
Montana would be the largest school
tor many closeups to score 27 points,
in the conference which would include
gja teammate, Buchanan, was the
Montana Stage College, Montana
| p entertainer on the team, keeping
School of Mines, Idaho, Southern
tkt fans as well as the opposing playBranch, and College of Idaho.
jrs (n doubt as to where his passes
mold go, and keeping up a steady I —
tonro
1
,
I Football games could easilv be ar8oWof chatter which amused every- ranged in the now conterence wiUloul
w from the referee to the tim ers and Lnterfering wj(h ^
by

Sporty Vents

The Grizzlies played good basketball
sly when they could get the ball,
lose few times being few and far bemen. A1 Heller scored 16 points to
Ind the losers, while Fox added to
ijeimasement of the fans by copying
lie fancy passing of the Collegians.
All of the six House of David play
’s are versatile athletes. They come
{mm the section of Indiana in which
Pranklin college is located. Adams
the only one who has been grad
uated from a college, while White, the
tall, angular center, is a high school
indent Buchanan plays baseball, and
to or three of them played football.
Tie team has played together in many
nmes and their passing attack is
baaed upon the principle of every man
being in the exact position he is play-

II

Wyoming, eastern division favorites,
have not cinched the flag yet but must
wait until the Colorado Teachers com
plete their schedule this week. If
the Teachers win all three games they
will tie the Cowboys and necessitate
a play-off in th at division.

The team has been on a long tour
W ashington and Oregon State are
dronghout the United States, and has
played with all colleges and clubs on waging a hot battle for the lead in
the
northern division of the Pacific
their route. They have been offered
Coast conference-1with the latter fav
times at California and Nevada.
ored to'w in as the result of the Husk
Lineups and summary:
ies’ defeat by Oregon Friday n ig h t
Slate University (46) FG FT PF
Oregon State has two games to play
Brawn, rf _____ :__ 2 0 0
with the Webfooters this week and
•0 0 0
by breaking even, they can win the
Milberg, c ________
0 1
championship and the rig h t to play
For, r g ------ ----- ----- .._ 2 0 1
Human, I g ............. _ 0 0 1 0 Southern California, southern division
Heller, c ..................... 7 2 0 ,g Iwinner, for the conference title.
HcDonald, it _______
5
Hileman, l g ________ _ 0
Holloway, l g ___ _ .... 1

0
0
0

0 10
3
0

_22 2 ' 6
House of David (68) FG FT PF
Johnston, r f ..... __...... ...12 3 0
Mams, I f .. ................
9 0 0
5 3 1
White, c ....
Sindlinger, r g ............
1 0 0
Bnthanan, lg ............ ... 3 0 1
Smith, r f __________ .... 1 0 1

The First National Bank:

Eleven members of the 1933 Grizzly
^•ketball squad and Manager Belaud
tnnedy have been recommended to
ril Athletic board for varsity letter
ard8. The recommendation was
by Coach Lewandowskl and will
presented by Athletic Manager Kirk
^ I c y at the next meeting.
■be names of the players receiving
p award will not be announced until
the Board has acted upon the
j*bmmendations. This is due to IJie
j j ®*t three men have not com•ted the required number of playQuarters to be eligible for the
•hard.
Athletic Board in the past has
Pttally acted favorably upon all
talty award recommendations subto It by the coaching staffs of
s Afferent major sports.

Next Friday

Typewriters

Four pairs of legs that have sp ed ;jNusslein is champion of Germany and
over the fastest courts in the world; Emmett Pare won his laurels as an
four pairs of arm s which have wielded amateur in America. Both of these
rackets wherever good tennis is j men were selected to make the tour
played; four lithe, muscular bodies! with “Big Bill” because of the competi
th at have carried their owners- to Ition they are always able to afford
championships in America and Eur him. The other member of his troupe,
ope, will combine to give Missoula [Bruce Barnes, former University of
fans one of the finest sports shows ITexas star, was selected because of
of the year when “Big Bill” Tilden his youth and speed., which have made
and his troupe perform at the State him a worthy opponent of tennis play
University gymnasium on the night of ers anywhere.
March 1.
The program has not been definitely
When Tilden, Emmett Pare, Hans announced but it is believed that j
Phone 2442
Nussleln and Bruce Barnes take the Barnes and Pare will face each other I
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
floor against each other the crowd is in the first match, followed by Tilden
BEAUTY PARLOR
going to see tennis that only cham [and Nussleln at singles. Then they
pions can play. Tilden's record is will divide up and play a doubles
136 Higgins Are.
well known. His name is synonomous match. The show is a long one, full
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
with tennis from coast to coast. Hans of speed and action, with four of the

Missoula Laundry
Company

Lister Typewriter
Service

1 “Big Bill” Tilden Tennis Tickets
1

WILL NOT LAST LONG NOW. GET YOURS TODAY!

|
=

Students ’ Store or Main Hall Business
Office
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Captain Ed lewis, Oregon State
center, is far ahead of the field
In individual scoring in the north
ern division, with 157 points In
14 games. He lias a chance to
beat Piper of U. C. L. A , for the
high-scoring honors of the confer
ence.

Idaho, which split even in a series
with the Grizzlies, knocked Washing
ton State out of a mathematical
chance for the pennant by defeating
Totals . ...
__31 6 3 68
the Cougars Saturday nighj;.
Substitutions: Grizzlies—Fitzgerald,
d; Rhinehart, rg; Emery, lg. Missed
Monday night’s game with the
ires throws: Montana, 1. Referee—
House of David five was the final
Elliott. Timer—Adams. Scorer—Ken
appearance
of the season for the
nedy
Grizzlies. Offers from Billings for
Cubs-Polson Independents
a series there between the Griz
The Poison Independents pulled
zlies and an all-star team, and
diead in the third quarter to defeat
from Dillon calling for a series
•lie State University Cubs, 39-31, in a
with the Normal school quint have
Preliminary game. The passing and
been rejected by State University
dribbling of both teams were ragged,
officials.
™t at times they showed speed and
deception. Don Knievel of the Cubs, DR. HITCHCOCK SUFFERS INJURY
•ad Roullier of Poison shared high
•taring honors with 14 points.
Dr. C. L. Hitchcock, associate pro
Cubs (81)
Poison (39)
fessor of botany, suffered a slightly
Bnltine (10) ______ Roullier (14) Isprained ankle Saturday morning
Forward
while playing basketball in the men's
krgquist ( 1 ) ................ ...F. Retz (12) 'gymnasium. Dr. Hitchcock is able to
Forward
_
attend to his duties, although he is
uvel (14) -------- .— Clairmont (5) forced to use crutches.
Center
b u rg .................... .. E. Retz (6) I
Guard
® (2) ----------------- Grenier ;2)
The First and Oldest
Guard
National Bank In
ititutlons: Cubs—Smith, Blastic |
Montana
id West (2)

Grizzly Basketeers
Will Receive Letters

|

Varsity Vodvil

Montana in the Pacific Coast conference. -pile same is true for Montana
sta te in regard to the Rocky Mountain
conference.
__. . __

Utah university and Brigham
Young university have completed
their regular schedules in the
western division of the Rocky
.Mountain conference and are
deadlocked for the winner, who
will play the eastern division
champions for the conference
title.

soula, vs. Julian Dominek, Westby, for EIGHT TOSSERS QUALIFY
155-165-pound championship, and Lyle
FOR FREE THROW FINALS
Griffin, Inverness, tangles with Melvin
Akin, Missoula, in the 125-135-pound
Eight men qualified for the semi
class.
final round of the free throw contest,
Only one fight, a semi-final, took which will be completed by Wednes
place Monday evening in the gym, day. Fred O'Dell is leading the tossFred Herwig, won a well-earned de ers with 40 baskets in 60 attempts, and
cision over Joe Ferrara, Madison, New is followed closely by Ben White who
M Club Tournament Will Be Held Jersey. From the minute time was has thrown 38 baskets.
In Men’s Gym Wednesday,
The eight qualifiers are: P. S.
called in the first round, both lads
March 8
slugged heartily and often. Both took Smith, Vic Hultin, Jim Wheaton,
punishing blows to the head but Her Orris Hawks, Ben White, Fred O’Dell,
Four champions will defend their wig was credited with two knock Leonard Hall and Phil Manning.
titles in the annual M club tourna downs. Herwig was awarded the de
ment to .b e held in the men’s gym-1 cision in the second round.
utes for a no-fall match, the decision
nasium Wednesday evening, March 8,1
going to Benson. The last match, the
K. l)ishman Referees
fastest on the evening’s program saw
at 8 o'clock.
Elbert Peete, Missoula, will fight
Rex Honningsen, Butte, will attempt Ray Smalley, Roundup, Wednesday Bob Myers, 158-163 pounds, Missoula,
to keep his 145-155-pound title when night in a semi-final fight the winner throw Ralph Gilbam, Missoula, in 1
he spars off with the winner of the to be matched with Rex Henningsen. minute and 40 seconds.
R. Dishman, professional wrestler
Peete-Smalley fight next Wednesday.
George K uka,. Chicago, was unable
Jimmie Brown, Butte, fights Fredrick to fight Rodney McCall in the semi from Missoula, was the referee.
Herwig, Miles City, for the champion finals because of heart trouble.
ship of the 135-145-pound division.
Eliminations
in
the wrestling
Robert Prcndergast, Butte, is matched j
classes entered the second round with
with Ernest Logan, Chicago. This go
four matches. Dan Nelson, Missoula,
will be for the championship under
won the first bout of the evening with
the 125-pound class. Kenneth Car
a fall over Howard Fogelsong, Con
penter, Hamilton, champion of the 175rad, in 4 minutes. This match-was in
pound weight, will exchange blows
the 158-168 class. Elmer Cyr, Alberton,
with “Pug” McCall, Missoula.
148-158 division, won a decision over
Other fights that will take place Jack Griffith, Missoula. This scrap
are: Johnny Sullivan, Butte, vs. Felix went the alloted 6 minutes.
Hardison. Wallace. Ida., 165-175-pound
In the 12S-138-pound section, Fred
championship. Hubert Zemke, MisBenson, American Falls, Ida., and
Frank Willig, Missoula, went 6 minSpecial RENTAL RATES
best men in the game showing how
tennis should be played.
to
Great interest already has been
Students
shown in the exhibition and the ad
vance seat sale has been very satis
factory. As there are only 858 seats
Phone 3118
available in the gymnasium, it looks
like the S. R. O. sign will be hung out
127 East Broadway Phone 2457
Dry Geaners
early.
Students will be admitted for 55
cents, others for $1.10. All seats are tiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimic
reserved. Students may sit in any
part^of the house as there will be no
A TICKET IN HAND IS BETTER THAN TWO IN THE BUSH!
sections reserved for townspeople or I
students unless Individual organiza
tions purchase blocks of tickets.

Champions
“Big Bill” Tilden Tomorrow Will Defend]
Ring Titles

In Entertaining Game Last Night Tennis Enthusiasts Will See

Page Three

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

C /te ste rfie /d
am .
H E N smokers keep buying the
same cigarette day after day. . .
it’s a pretty good sign that they’re,
getting what they want. . . mildness,
better taste— a smoke that’s always
the same.

■

So we’re going right on making
Chesterfields just as we always have
. . . selecting choice, ripe tobaccos
. . . ageing them . . . blending and
cross-blending them.. .making them
into cigarettes in the most scientific
ways that are known.
A s long as we do these things we
know that smokers will continue to
s a y , “They Satisfy” . For that’s what
people are saying about Chesterfields.
If you smoke, why not find out
about them? A package or two will
tell you the whole story.

DR. J. L. MURPHY
© 1933* Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST /
206 Wilma

CL esterfield

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiini

Collegians Defeat Grizzly Quint

MONTANA

T H E Y ’RE M IL D E R TH E Y TASTE BETTER

THE
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Tuesday, February 28, 193-

KAIMIN

W.A.A. Prepares
NEW SONGS FOR FR06fiA»|
Forum Lecturers
League Leaders
Sigma Chi Five
Notices
The Open Shelf
Varied
Program
III Attracts More Than Eight
Receive Bookings Retain Position
Elsie Emlnger, sponsor of the Sp»a
Climbs Into Lead
There will be a meeting of all aspir lsh dub, has received six new son.
Uundred Benders During
for football managerships in which will be used by the club In Wo
In Tournament Demonstration Events Include Six ants
Student Groups, Townspeople Call
In Bowling Race III Two Quarters Last Tear.
Coach B. F. Oakes’ office in the men’s

Kinds of Class Work
grams and at meetings throughout fjl
For Speakers Listed
gymnasium at 4 o'clock Friday, March rest of the school year. They are I f
Tlie Open Shelf marked its Initial
Inter-college Basketball Contests Will
I’lii Delta Theta, By losing Two
3. All men who desire to handle man ular songs which are being used in
appearance
in
1928
under
the
direction
"An
admission
charge
of
10
cents
End
This
Week
With
"More interest is being shown in the
Games to Slgnm Nu, Drops
agerial duties for this spring and for Latin American countries todaj^Thre
and observation of Lucia B. Mlrrielees, annual campus forum on religion than
Three flnines
will be made for the women's physical
To Second
next season are requested to be pres
associate professor in the Department ever before," Jesse Bunch, student
education demonstration to be held ent. Freshmen and sophomores are | of them are Mexican, one Is Argent®
With the Arts and Science team
and two are Spanish. "They will | j |
The Sigma Chi bowling team of English. It was discontinued in pastor, said yesterday. More than
March
7.
In
the
past
a
26-cent
charge
especially urged to be present.
Spanish students a new insight lnj,
stepped up to first place in the Inter 1919 but reinstalled-Uast year as a fea sixty bookings for the speakers listed leading the race, the Inter-college has been made,” Eva Lesell, manager
the songs of Spanish speaking cog,
have been received from various stu Basketball tournament ends with two
fraternity league Saturday when they ture of the Library reading room.
of arrangements for the affair, stated
Orchestra rehearsal will begin at 7 tries of the present time," Miss g l
Novels, drama, poetry, essays, dent groups on the campus. “Towns
won two out of three games from the
games tonight and one Thursday yesterday.
o’clock tomorrow night instead of at inger said.
travel description and criticism appear people are beginning to call for speakKappa Sigs.
night. The league tenders lengthened
There will be six events on the pro 7:30. The group will be dismissed In
Phi Delta Theta, by losing two on the Shelf—some books published In
their string of victories Saturday with gram Including folk dancing, clogging, time to attend the Tilden exhibition.
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
Although almost every evening this
games to the Sigma Nu five, is now the eighteenth century, while others
fencing, tumbling, floor work and
running second, only one game sep are ju st off the preBS. Every book is quarter some speaker will address a a win over the Foresters, while the
basketball. Three folk dances sched There will be an M club meeting at
arating them from the leaders. Yebish selected with some distinction to make sorority, fraternity, club or residence Pharmacists kept the journalists in
uled for the program include the 4 o’clock this afternoon in the men’s
Chi won two out of three from the it worthy of resusoltation. Aside from hall, there are openings for next quar- the cellar position,
Ukranian, the Sicilian circle and the gymnasium.
keeping books alive, It fills In the nec ter and any group wishing a discusPharmacy-Journalism
S.A.E. team.
Duo dance. Clog numbers which will
Sheridan, of the Sigma Nu team essary gaps for the student's literary sion can arrange for a leader through
Tom Rowe scored 20 points to lead
be presented are the Topsy, Yankee There will be a meeting of the Math
rolled high single game, smashing 214 background.
Mr. Bunch’s office. A list of the the Pharmacists in a 36-15 victory
Doodle and the boxing clog. A special ematics club in Craig hall at 7:30
Books
enjoying
the
greatest
circula
pins. Frank Flanagan, rolling for the
speakers follows:
over the Journalists. Honnald, Dusclass in tumbling has been meeting on o'clock Thursday. Pi Mu Epsilon busi
Sigma Chi squad, was second with 212. tion were those to which students
Pres. Charles H. Clapp, "Science, sault and Phelan helped the winners, Saturday morning under the direction ness medtlng Immediately following.
Calder rolled high three-game score were closely related. Analysis of cir Philosophy and Religion—Will They while Shaw and Cunniff were outof Laura Martin. A basketball game
culation
figures
by
Librarian
Philip
for the Kappa Sigs with a total of 574,
Blend?” ; Mrs. Charles H. Clapp, standing scorers for the losers.
One-act plays for the Masquer orig
between the winners of the tourna
0. Keeney in his examination of sta
"Youth Fronts Problems, Personal and
Pharmacy (36)—Dassault (5), Rowe ments now in progress is to be a part inal play contest are due In the Main
Kappa Sigma
tistics,
shows
the
greatest
popularity
T’t’l
1st 2nd 3rd
BOX OF 18
Social;’' F. L. Gilson, “The Social (20), Honnold (6), Kim pie, Phelan of the demonstration. A fencing match hall telephone office Monday, March 6.
for biography, drama, poetry, science,
Gospel and Our Economic Order;" (5); Journalism (15)—Shaw (7), Cun and a special exhibition of floor work
Silfast ...... _____ 199 133 200 532
120 169 428 criticism and fiction.
W. R. Ames-, "Vocations and the In niff ( 6) , Riemer (2), Taylor, Mooney, are also on the list of events.
Lewon ___ _____159
Previously, students who wished to
dustrial Crisis;” D. W. Nutting, "The Hazelbaker.
Dummy __ _____ 140 140 140 420
take books on the reserve lists were
Ten or twelve of the outstanding
Arts and Sciences-Foresters
Christian Concept of God;” Dr. M. J.
Dummy __ ____ 140 140 140 420
required
to check books out by the
In the second game Saturday morn- women In the meet will be selected to
174 204 192 674
Elrod, "The Cast for Evolution and
Calder ___
number in the catalogue. With the
represent
the State University In the
Religictn;” 0. R. Warford, "Let's Re- ing, the Arts and Sciences quint took
Sigma Chi
Open Shelf students have had more
1st 2nd 3rd T’t’l
peal the Ten Commandments and the another game from the Foresters, 46- Play Day which Is to be held In Boze- j
access to the books and now may
man
the
latter
part of April. Last year
__ __ 212 202 146 560
Eighte.enth Amendment;” Mrs. R. C. 13. Schmoll, with 19 points, and
Flanagan
check out the desired book without
the Women's Athletic association here
Line, "Religion and the Art of Liv- Crowley, with 11, led the scorers,
Whittinghill ....... 172 168 162 502
the catalogue number.
entertained 10 of the outstanding
_ _ 130 125 149 404
iin g ;” Dr. J. P. Ritchey, "Sex and
Arts and Sciences (46)—Schmoll
Andrews
All new books added to the Shelf
women athletes from Montana State
. . 144 117 139 400
Christian Standards of Life;" F. M. (19)# Davis, Watson (9), Vidro (3),
Bippus ..
i TUBES
are taken from the Library stocks in
college a t a similar meet.
165 161 160 486
Schell .........
Sanderson, "The Race Problem De- Crowley (11), Vesel (2), Sayatovich,
stead of donations by faculty members.
mands Solution;” E. L. Freeman, Clark, Carpenter (2); Foresters (13) j
Sigma Nu
Henry
MacFarland
of
Billings
In 1928 three students and two faculty
1st 2nd 3rd T’f i
"How Reasonable Is Pacifism?” ; J . —Hinman (2), Hall, Ostrum (8), a week-end guest a t the Sigma
members chose the reading books.
W. Howard, "What Your Future Em- White, Beurnett (I), Jensen, Ros- bouse.
Schmoll . . .. . 146 164 155 465
The
result
of
an
experiment
last
is as conspicuous as any part
ployers Want to Know About You;” Ikie (2).
Sheridan
135 214 163 512
ear showed that during two quarters
of your apparel. Let us show
153 168 158 494
Morrison
Father J. O. O'Brien, "The Case for The league ends with three game
you the latest styles. They are
of the school year, more than eight
126 171 200 497
McCarthy
and Contribution of Catholicism;” this week. Tonight at 7:30 o’clock,
beautiful as well as practical.
hundred
books
read
mostly
for
pleas
Brown __
.. 183 178 ISO 541
Thomas W. Bennett, "The Case for the Journalists play the Foresters, a n d ;
ure, were circulated from the Open
Steam Spotted and Pressed
Phi Delta Theta
and Contribution of Protestantism ;” at 8:30, the Lawyers meet the Artsj
Shelf.
1st 2nd 3rd T’t’l
Brassil Fitzgerald, "Religion in Con- and Sciences team. The last game will
65c
_ 134 153 176 463
Sullivan .
temporary Literature;” Jesse W. be played Thursday at 7:30 o'clock
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Fashion
Clnb
Cleaners
.. 147- 135 169 451
Wigal ___
129 East Broadway
Bunch, "Civilization Turns a Corner— between the Business Ad team and
132 N. Higgins
Phone 2661
Delivery
176 169 96 441
Curtis . ..
Must It Travel Without Religion?”
|the Lawyers.*
174 117 182 473
Caven
Currie ...... ____ 158 133 174 465
Yebish Chi
The current exhibition on display
1st 2nd 3rd T’t’l
in Room 301, Main hall, consists of the
Yidro
151 159 121 431
work of six former University stu
Barnes ___ _____165 158 156 479
dents. Among those whose works are
Sayatovich
132 155 134 421
on display are Harold Shanklin, Ana
Roe
132 172 121 430
conda; Wilkes Fisher, Missoula; John
121 135 158 414
Allen, Billings; Billie Kester, Helena;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Arnold GUette, Lewistown, and George
1st 2nd 3rd T’t’l
Snyder, Great Falls.
Henningson
.. 122 106 114 337
Although most of the students take
Vickerman
118 135 170 423
home what work is completed, enough
Sunderlind
„ 110 159 146 415
pieces are usually left to complete an
Dummy ..
140 140 140 420
exhibit. C. H. Riedel!, professor In
Hazelbaker
. 133 136 195 464
the Department of Fine Arts, in con
Team Standings
nection with the exhibition, said, “In
W.
L. Pet. the eight years that I ‘have been here,
Sigma Chi
7 .666 there have been over eighty thousand
14
Phi Delta T h e ta ............ 13
8 .618 drawings turned in. What is up is not
Sigma Nu
12
9 .571 always the best work, but it is just
S. A. E. ....
9 12 .423 what is left over.
Kappa Sig _
6 12 .333
'An Interesting feature of the a rt
Yebish Chi _
6 12 .333 work, ” he continued, "is the fact that
there is a distinct difference in style. |
Mary Martin spent- the week-end at All the work is entirely Individual.
her home in Anaconda returning to That Is one of the alms of a rt—the aim
Missoula on Sunday afternoon.
of Individuality.”

Specials
McKesson’s
Aspirin Tablets

15c

Varsity Vodvil
Next Friday

McKesson’s
Rose Hair Oil

25c

Dr. West Toothpaste

Your Eyeglass
Frame

37c

Wave Set

35c

SUITS

BARNETT
Optical. Go.

Peek’s Drug Store

Work of Students
Is on Exhibition

_

Merrill Grafton is confined to the
South hall infirmary recovering frojn
an attack of influenza.

110031 A2ND BOARD
BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $20
three meals, per month; choice of
menu;
excellent home cooking.
Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
ROOMS FOR BOYS, WITH OR WITHout cooking accommodations; rents
reduced. 724 Eddy.

maiden. . . pronounces a few magic words . ,.
Presto! She has disappeared in thin air.

EXPLANATION:

LOST AND FOUND
LOST—AT INTERFRATERNITY, A
black velyet evening wrap. Return
to Kaimin office.

N ew

.UlsCcLLAAEOtjS

Blousettes

WILL PERSON WHO TOOK WRONG
hat at Interfraternity please call
4277.

o f F in e S ilk K C r e p e

$j . 9 5
We Are Behind
You

100%

In
Your Ticket Sale
for the

TILDEN TENNIS
MATCH
March 1

The M ontana
Power Co.

Quite the niftiest little gar
ments to be found hereabouts,
customers tell us, and even if
you hadn’t planned to get into
a suit this Spring, these beguil
ing blousettes would change
your mind. They’re so irresist
ible, one simply must have
plenty of chances to wear them.
Dellghttully feminine, with matelasse collar and jabot, puffed
half-sleeves, tie-string belt. Choose
It in white, peach, eggshell, beige
Claire, green or silk crepe.

DRESS ACCESSORIES SHOP

M issoulaMercantile
COMPANY

"Disappearing” acts are among the most popu
lar in the -repertory of the magician. Dogs,
horses, girls, whole rooms disappear—whisked
into wings, dropped through trapdoors, hidden
by mirrors. But this "disappearance” is a bit
different One of the"slaves” i8 a hollow dummy.
When the magician holds up the sheet the lithe
little lady disappears completely—into the con
venient figure of the dummy.

ITS
...

FUNTO
BEF
i t ’s more fu n to K now

There is also a trick of cigarette adver
tising, whereby a few magic words are
used to create the illusion of “Coolness.”
EXPLANATION: Coolness is determined
by the speed of burning. Fresh cigarettes,
retaining their full moisture, bum more
slow ly... smoke cooler. Parched,dry ciga
rettes burn fast.They taste Aof.This makes
the method of wrapping very important.

Improperly wrapped cigarettes begin to
dry out as soon as (a /deed.
Camels are cooler because they come
in the famous Humidor Pack of welded,
three-ply, M O IS T U R E -P R O O F cello
phane . . . and because they contain better

tobaccos.
A cigarette that is fresh, full of natural
moisture, and blended from choice, ripe
tobaccos tastes cooler than one that is
harsh and acrid. For coolness, choose
a fresh cigarette, made from costlier
tobaccos.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
T ry C am els... give your taste a chance
to sense the difference. Y o u ’ll appreci
ate it!

N O T R IC K S
.. J U S T COSTLIER
TO B A C C O S

